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Foreword
The Guidelines for Different Programmes Under Special Allocation for Science and
Technology have been prepared with some positive modifications to facilitate proper utilization
of public funds for scientific and technological research in Bangladesh. The Government under
the leadership of Honourable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has recognized the importance of
increasing budget allocation for research and development in Science and Technology. We hope
such allocation will continue at increasing rate in the coming years to meet the requirements
relating to research on scientific and technological advancement.
It will perhaps not be an overstatement to say that a Nation’s development is directly
associated with the development of science and technology, application for betterment of the
quality of life and ensure goods and services to the society. Research is the founding tool for
such scientific and technological development. Scientific research helps shape the trend of
scientific and technological development according to the needs of the changing world.
In this new millennium, the world has been experiencing a rapid transformation. Society
is fast becoming knowledge based. In this context, scientific and technological knowledge,
experience and expertise have become the crucial element in the production system. Scientific
research has a significant role to improve the existing scientific and technological knowledge and
release human’s inexhaustible creativity.
The unique arrangement of providing fund for conducting scientific and technological
research has created new opportunities and renewed enthusiasm for research in science and
technology in Bangladesh. Along with providing support and services to different areas of
development such as agriculture, industry, trade, health, information & communication, ICT and
the like, it will contribute to develop qualified manpower in critical areas of science and
technology. The academic institutions and the industry will be able to derive spin off benefits
from these researches and from the M Phils and Ph.Ds perse.
Fund provided by the Government should be properly utilized. The updated Guidelines
will hopefully make the research arrangement process transparent, accountable and sustainable.
The Guidelines are reflection of commitment of scientists and personnel of the Ministry of
Science and Technology. I gratefully acknowledge their contribution.

(Architect Yeafesh Osman)
State Minister
Ministry of Science and Technology
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On Financing R&D: An Introduction to the Guidelines
The Ministry of Science and Technology has been funding small projects for R&D since
the 70s. Experience has shown wide gap between the allocated research grants and the demand
of the scientific community. The budget head for R&D was separated in 1993, but a large gap
still remained between the demand and the allocation. Attempts to increase the allocation to
minimize this gap and to provide special support to scientific and technological research have
been emphasized over the years. The necessity of promoting scientific research for the
development of S&T was recognized and the Government allocated Tk. 15 Core last year. We
have experienced a proactive outlook of the Ministry of Finance towards financing R&D. We
express our gratitude and profound thanks to them.
2.
The special allocation for S&T research has generated a high level of enthusiasm among
the scientific community. Last year (2010-2011) 171 programmes were financed from the R&D
organizations and universities out of a large number of research programmes. It is, therefore,
important to select the best evaluated programmes in the priority areas.
3. Successful implementation of the programme will accelerate the momentum in S&T research.
It will strengthen the ongoing processes of human resource development in critical areas of S&T
including spin-off benefits like academic advancement and promotion of our industrial base. The
programme, therefore, needs special attention and concerted efforts by all concerned for
strengthening the fabric of our S&T research through creativity and imagination. Creativity and
imagination are deeply associated with the edifice of scientific research any where in the world.
It cannot be any different for us.
4. In the past, resources from the Government and International Agencies have been spent for
scientific research, but the impact is yet to be felt except perhaps in agriculture and some other
specific areas. Resources have been spent to continue the existing R&D system and to maintain
the infrastructure. Additional resources are, therefore, needed for a meaningful and specific
result oriented thrust. In allocating resource we should ensure that the best and the brightest
among the most useful to the nation gets due support; We should ensure that public good is
promoted. Briefly, allocative efficiency should be seen to be in operation.
5. A supportive policy environment is essential for accelerating growth and reducing poverty.
We have endeavoured to provide supportive and good policy. The implementation of this policy
and expenditure of public money should be meaningful and transparent. We in the Ministry of
S&T, are trying to upscale intensity of our mandated work in areas of extending the results of
R&D to the actual use of the citizen. Industry has a big role to play in this effort.
Commercialization of R&D results is vitally important and helps in the understanding of the
realities on the ground where R&D in Science and Technology should produce tangible benefit.
Besides, reduction of poverty and improvement of standard of living, Science and Technology in
the service of the informed citizen should make him/her less marginalized and more empowered.
We are also assisting Pilot Plants in order to commercialize R&D results as part of research. We
are thus contributing in a modest way, within our limited means, in assisting the transformation
towards a more knowledge based society, capable of taking charge of itself in every way, in the
new millennium.
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6. The scientific and technological development through R&D initiatives generally implies that
applied research will get importance to reach the socio-economic goals. Most often this tends to
downsize the budget of basic research funding. In allocating resources, it should ALWAYS be
kept in view that basic research acts as a bridge to applied science and technology leading to
future socio economic development. Responding to the needs of the society, we have
emphasized on applied research for funding. But we are mindful of the basic research need and
we are also funding basic science research programmes for its bridge-gap characteristics. Our
several year’s programmes holds a reflection of such endeavour. Support to basic research will
always be major plank of our policy.
7. In the context given above, guidelines have been developed for proper utilization of the S&T
special allocation. These will help to provide a definite direction of programme implementation
in R&D going beyond our usual tentative steps. It contains the procedures starting from
submission of research programmes to finally presentation, dissemination and publication of
research results. A group of scientists along with the Ministry officials have extended their
efforts to improve the guidelines. As the programme is relatively new, there exists scope to
enrich the guidelines as we go along. The guidelines for utilization of the special allocation will
help to buildup knowledge base in areas of science and technology. It is expected that the efforts
will provide meaningful support and service to different sectors of the national economy. Besides
it is expected to help buildup manpower in critical S&T areas.
8. Its a privilege for me to have the opportunity to be associated with this endeavor. It is also my
privilege to work with the scientists and my colleagues at the Ministry in developing and
improving the Guidelines. The time and effort devoted by the scientists and officials for the work
is greatly appreciated. Suggestions and comments to make these Guidelines more purposive,
user-friendly and fruitful are welcome and will be acknowledged with gratitude.

(Md. Abdur Rob Howlader)
Secretary
Ministry of Science and
Technology
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Guidelines for Different Programmes for Special Allocation for Science and
Technology
General Information
1. Objectives:
Funding request for different Programmes under Special allocation should be compatible with
and meet the following general objectives of the programme:
(1) To build up knowledge base in important areas of science and technology and to establish
centers of excellence in specific chosen areas of national interest. (2) To provide support and
service to different sectors of national economy such as agriculture, industry, trade, health as
well as national important issues such as flood, cyclone, arsenic in drinking water, environmental
issues and employment generation, etc. (3) To create backward linkages for local import oriented
industries for import substitution. (4) Human Resource Development (HRD) in critical areas of
S&T viz. giving impetus to the NST fellowship programme and further development of the
programmes for MS or equivalent degree/MPhil/PhD/ within the country. (5) To provide
supplementary support for R&D related activities. (6) To promote International, Regional
Scientific Programmes for effective collaboration with scientific communities abroad in areas of
our national interest.
2. Nature and Mode of Funding:
All support under the current programmes are intended to accelerate rapidly viable programmes
which are under-funded. In the context of National S&T Policy and Strategy, the viability criteria
will, interalia, include: relevance to the economy, maturity of the technology and practical
soundness. All proposals for funding will be subject to peer review. Only those projects found
scientifically and technically sound by such review will be considered for funding. For
transparent and uniform consideration, the proposals must be submitted in prescribed forms in
ten copies for a specific programme. The prescribed forms may be photocopied as required and
can be downloaded from the website of MOST (www.most.gov.bd). An application fee of Taka
1,000/= is to be deposited while submitting the application.
3. Institutional Framework:
Institutions submitting proposals for financing under the current programme must have legal
personality and an established accounting system. This is required for proper accountability of
funds provided. The target institutions for this programme are R&D organizations and
institutions of higher education in the country. Science Clubs/Organizations/Associations are
also eligible to get support from this programme.
Programmes
1.1 Research Contracts:
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1.1.1 Research contracts are intended to provide funds to working groups who have equipment,
manpower and well defined programmes. The programmes are expected to be need-based, target
oriented research for development of the country. The contract funds, however, are expected to
provide for minor equipment, spares, Consumables and some support to meet essential
expenditures (maximum one fifth of the total fund) in connection with the research work. As a
matter of policy, allocations are to be accorded to the groups to ensure continuity of the
successful programmes.
1.1.2 The group should consist of at least 2 persons with postgraduate degree and there should be
preferably at least five publications (and/ or patent) in each person’s credit in a referred journal
of International, regional standard as well as national repute. The Principal Investigator (or group
leader) should have two or more years of post doctoral experience or more than 10 years of
postgraduate experience and at least five publications (and/or patent) in refereed journal of
International, regional as well as national repute as the principal author. Publications of merit in
national journals, reports, patents of products/processes will be given due weight age. Persons
with proven track record in the aforementioned areas can also lead the research work. Incumbent
(Principal Investigator, P.I) must be associated with any established laboratory or research
organization.
1.1.3 A project may have one MS or equivalent degree/ /M.Phil/Ph.D student associated with the
work.
1.1.4 Proforma for submitting proposals of research contracts is shown in Annexure-A.
1.2 Coordinated Research Programme (CRP)
1.2.1 A CRP is actually a group of research contracts. A CRP envisaged for a multi-disciplinary
of multi-dimensional problem, a problem which requires multiple technique or has geographical
dependence. A CRP proposal must be submitted on a separate form (Annexure-B) by the
coordinator and should be accompanied by two or more research contract proposals on
prescribed research contract forms (Annexure-A).
1.2.2 The coordinator of a CRP must be a scientist of high repute with at least 10 years of post
doctoral experience and a good number of publications (and/or patents) in reputed refereed
International, regional as well as national journals in the related fields. He/She must be an active
scientist with substantive work to her/his credit during the last 3 years and further be a Principal
Investigator of a research contract under the CRP.
1.2.3 A CRP must have an Expert Advisory Group consisting of five or more scientists covering
all the topics involved. The advisory group should be constituted with senior scientists who have
considerable experience and knowledge and one of these persons will be the chairman of the
group. The group will review the progress of the CRP at least once a year.
2. Capacity Build-up/Capacity Institutionalization Programmes:
2.1 The capacity build-up programme is aimed at providing funds to research groups who have
demonstrated capacity of substantive research work during the past five years. It is expected that
they also have adequate human resources. The capital allocation may be used to upgrade their
research facilities through rehabilitation or addition of major equipment. Books and journals may
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also be purchased with this allocation. It is expected that the sponsoring Institutes or other
agencies will partly finance such programmes.
2.2 The capacity institutionalization allocations are also intended for the relocation of fully
functional research groups into new premises and not for the establishment of new Institutes with
long gestation period. It is also expected that the sponsoring Institutes or other agencies will
partly finance such programmes. Funds from the present arrangement will be used as bridge
fund.
2.3 Request for funding must be submitted in the forms prescribed (Annexure-C) for such
programmes. The counterpart scientists for funding under these programmes must be established
scientists with proven track record and are expected to have more than 10 years of post doctoral
experience with a good number of publications (and/or patents) in refereed International,
regional, regional as well as national journals as principal author.
2.4 The project must have a strong academic components and should be able to produce
MSc(research)/MPhils/PhDs in reasonable numbers.
2.5 Maximum amount to be sanctioned under this programme should not exceed twenty (20)
lacs.
3. Study Contract Programme:
3.1 Under this programme funding will be made for study contracts. These studies will be aimed
at the evaluation of the status of scientific and technological level in a given field compared to
the need of world levels, techno-economic feasibility of R&D projects, study of S&T systems in
other developing countries, identification of future R&D projects compatible with the general
objectives of the current programme or even study of completed projects for identification of
their success/failure.
3.2 Request for funding must be submitted in the prescribed form (Annexure-D) for study
contract programme. The Principal Investigator of a funding request must be a person with a
reasonable academic standing having 5 years of post-doctoral or ten years of postgraduate
experience.
4. Supplementary Support Programme:
4.1 Under this programme funding will be made on discretionary basis for projects not covered
by other programmes and which are compatible with the general objectives of the special
allocation programme.
4.2 Such projects may include topical seminar, symposia, workshop etc. to be held either with
the aim of gathering or disseminating information on R&D in different S&T sectors. Preference
will be given to topics related to programmes financed under the current programmes. Request
for such funding must be submitted in the prescribed form (Annexure-E) by a
researcher/scientist/ technologist of professional standing with more than 10 years of post
doctoral experience (preferably 5 years within the country) and having acknowledged
publications in refereed International, regional regional as well as national journals as principal
author or with a number of publications (and/or patents) to her/his credit.
4.3 A supplementary support programme must have an organizing committee consisting of five
or more members of senior scientists who have considerable experience and knowledge, and one
of these persons will be the chairman of the committee.
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5. Support to innovative and indigenous scientific work programme:
5.1 Supports to innovative and indigenous scientific work programme is aimed to provide funds
to students of Schools/Colleges/Science Clubs/Science Associations/Science Organizations those
who are engaged in scientific work previously, they have shown a good performance and at
present due to financial constraints unable to continue the research. Allocation of fund will
enable them to complete the innovative & indigenous scientific work. This programme
especially emphasize on conducting research or scientific work on indigenous research which
help to nurture traditional approach of providing goods & services to the society.
5.2 Request for funding must be submitted in a prescribed form (Annexure-F) for this
programme. This form must be filled out by the students or researcher of the concerned Science
Clubs/Organizations/Associations and countersigned by the Head of the Science
Clubs/Organizations/Associations or Headmaster of the School/Principal of College.
5.3 The project must have shown a proven track of significant scientific outcome after
completion and will contribute to socio-economic development of nation in future.
6. Enhancement/Expansion of Laboratory facilities of Schools/Colleges and Science
Clubs/Organizations/Associations:
6.1 The Enhancement/Expansion of Laboratory facilities of Schools/Colleges and Science
Clubs/Organizations/Associations. Programmes are intended to provide funds to working group
of young scientists of Schools/Colleges; Science Club/Organizations/Associations who have
demonstrated capacity of substantive innovative and indigenous scientific work/research work
for several years. It is expected that they have the adequate innovative young science student and
allocation of fund may help to upgrade their research facilities; through rehabilitation or addition
of equipment. Books & journals may also be purchased from this fund. It is expected that the
School/College/Science Club/Organizations/Associations will ensure proper utilization of the
fund and ensure the proposed output within time frame.
6.2 Funding request must be placed in a prescribed form (Annexure-G) developed for this
programme. Principal Investigator and Associate Investigator must sign the proposal and Head
of the Clubs/Organizations/Associations need to countersign in proper place of the form.
7. MONITORING AND EVALUATION:
The programme will be monitored by Bangladesh Council of Scientific & Industrial Research
(BCSIR). BCSIR may seek cooperation from Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission (BAEC)
or other relevant agency. Monitoring of physical and financial progress in relation to time
schedule and objectives will be performed for each project applying weighted average
methodology as followed by IMED. Bangladesh Council of Scientific & Industrial Research
(BCSIR) will develop measurable indicators for monitoring the physical and financial progress
and for evaluation in due course. A database will be developed and installed at Bangladesh
Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (BCSIR) with data of a project proposal and
monitoring and will be updated regularly. Each of the projects will be evaluated considering the
time of completion, expenditure incurred and objective achieved at the end of the project. Impact
evaluation will be performed at regular intervals. In the process of monitoring, the Principal
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Investigator/Researcher will send progress report of the research project every six months as per
proforma shown in Annexure-H. Proforma to be developed for conducting performance and
impact evaluation will be the part of this guideline as Annexure-I and J respectively.
8. Terms and Conditions of the Special Allocation for Science and technology :
1. Ministry of Science & Technology will design appropriate work plan to ensure the timely
distribution of research grants.
2. The incomplete Projects will be given priority for funding in the next financial year. Special
priority should be given to the projects related to the present need of the Country such as ICT,
Renewable energy, Food security, Climate Change & Environment etc.

3. Procurement of transport or furniture or making any physical construction work are
prohibited. Purchase of air-cooler or similar equipment can not be done from this fund.
Procurement of refrigeration is strictly restricted to special programmes/projects.
4. Researcher(s) who had received grants under special allocation and have not yet completed
their research project within the stimulated time and have not submitted project completion
report will not be considered.
5. Peer Review Committee (PRC) will be formed by the MOST comprising country's top level
reputed scientists. The committees will review the proposals submitted by various applicants and
will make a shortlist and submit to MOST for further processing. The Ministry upon receipt of
the shortlist may however scrutinize all applications and finalize the list of awardees for funding.
6. The implementing agency/organization shall submit progress report in the prescribed proforma
(Annexure-H) every six months. Final report of the programme/project is to be submitted within
six months after completion. A follow-up report is to be submitted at the earliest convenience
after submission of the final report.
7. The progress of the programme/project will be monitored/reviewed by Bangladesh Council of
Scientific & Industrial Research (BCSIR). BCSIR may be seek cooperation from Bangladesh
Atomic Energy Commission (BAEC) or other relevant agency. In additions, the Ministry of S&T
may designate specialists and/or officials for surprise visit of the organizations for reviewing the
progress and giving suggestions for achieving the objectives.
8. The implementing Organization/Institutes /University will maintain separate audited accounts
for the projects. All transactions related to project implementation will be done through Bank
Account. The Bank must be a scheduled Bank of Bangladesh Bank. The Bank account will be
operated
jointly
by
the
Principal
Investigator/Programme
Co-ordinator/Project
Counterpart/Programme Manager and Head of the Organization/Department/Discipline. If the
Principal Investigator is the Head of the Department/Organization/Discipline, then the account
will be operated jointly by the Principal Investigator/Programme Co-ordinator/Project
Counterpart/Programme Manager and Associate Investigator.
9. At the end of the financial year, the implementing Organization/Institutes /University will
surrender the unspent balance money to the Govt. of Bangladesh through an account payee pay
order (for Dhaka City only) or demand draft (from Scheduled Bank of Bangladesh Bank) in
favour of the “Drawing and Disbursing Officer, Ministry of Science and technology, Dhaka”.
The unspent amount deposited may be carried to the next financial year for utilization for the
same project/programme with the approval of the Ministry of Science and Technology.
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10. Accommodation and other related facilities will be provided to the reviewer
/monitor/evaluator of the project by the Organization/Institutes /University responsible for
implementing the programme/project.
11. Permanent or semi-permanent asset if acquired solely or mainly out of this fund in the
programme/project will be the property of the MOST (Annexure-I) of Bangladesh permanently
marking MOST-SAFST with financial year in which the grant was received. The Ministry of
Science and technology shall reserve the right to sell or otherwise dispose of such asset after
completion of the project. Without the prior permission of the Ministry of Science and
technology these can not be disposed of.
12. The implementing Organization/Institutes which/University should send a utilization
certificate (Annexure-J) and an audited statement of expenditure (Annexure-K) to the Ministry
of Science and Technology duly signed by the Principal Investigator/Researcher, Head of the
Organization/University and Head of the Finance Wing of that Organization at the end of each
financial year and a consolidated statement of expenditure at the end of the programme/project.
13.The implementing Organization/Institutes which/ University will maintain an audited record
of permanent and semi-permanent asset acquired solely or mainly out of the special allocation in
the prescribed proforma (Annexure-K) and shall send a copy of statement in the said proforma
to the Ministry of Science and technology every year and finally within six months after
completion of the programme/project.
14. The implementing Organization/Institutes / University would maintain a separate audited
account for each of such programmes/projects. If the bank account earns any interest out of this
fund, it should be added with the original allocation and sent to the Ministry of Science and
technology at the end of each financial year.
15. The comptroller and Auditor-General of Bangladesh at his discretion shall have the right of
access to the relevant books and accounts of the implementing Organization/Institutes
/University for the allocation received under this programme.
16. The paper to be published based on the research work done with this allocation, must contain
the acknowledgement of the financial support from the Ministry of Science and technology.
17. The Ministry of Science and technology will have the right to call for and get the
data/information/design /specification to enable the transfer of know how and the implementing
Institutes /Organization/University should send the information at the request of Ministry of
Science and technology .
18. The implementing Organization/Institutes /University may not authorize any other
Organization to get the job done. If the implementing Organization/Institutes /University is not in
a position to complete the programme/project, it may be required to refund the entire amount to
the Ministry of Science and Technology.
19. Honorarium amounting to one month’s basic salary (in the scale of public universities) may
be paid to the principal investigator and associated investigator. No foreign travel cost can be
borne from this grant.
20. Recruitment of manpower for routine work is prohibited in this programme/project.
However, for technical work, data collection and analysis, manpower may be engaged only for a
specified period which must be specified in the project proposal. The manpower to be engaged in
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such cases will be in no way treated as employee of implementing agency or the Government of
Bangladesh.
21. The Ministry of Science and technology reserves the right: (a) to impose any condition(s)
/rule(s)/law(s)-of the land during implementation period of the programme/project for better
interest of the country, (b) to stop funding at any stage and also recover the amount already
disbursed if the Ministry is satisfied that the allocated amount has not been properly utilized or
appropriate progress is not being made or work has been unreasonably suspended for long
period.
22. If the Principal Investigator/Researcher technologist leaves the Organization/Institutes where
the programme is being implemented from this allocation, he will furnish a detailed report of the
work done and a Utilization Certificate as in Annexure-J and refund the unspent balance, if any.
23. After programme/project selection, the Principal Investigator/Researcher will execute a bond
duly counter signed by the Head of the Organization/Institution on a non-judicial stamp of
Tk 150.00 as in Annexure-L. The forms as per Annexure-M has to be filled up & submitted
with the bill.
24. One person can generally submit only one project/programme as Principal Investigator or
Associate Investigator as per (Annexure-A) through-G. For the sake of transparency and for
ensuring financial discipline and propriety, Convener/Member of Peer Review Committee will
not be illegible for any project.
25. Usually the project tenure is one year. For multi-year project proposal, year-wise work plan
and annual financial requirement with proper justification is to be mentioned in the proposal.
Renewal will depend on physical and financial progress made in the previous year which will be
evaluated by committee formed by the Ministry of S&T.
26. Information sought in the project document should be given in details and list of major/
minor equipment, Consumables, books/journals etc must be given along with approximate price
of each item and all procurement have to be done in accordance with the procedure(s) mentioned
in the project document.
27. Invitation for proposals and subsequent relevant advertisement/letter in this regard must be
integral part of these guidelines.
28. Priority will be given to the academic affiliation of the applicants.
29. A Synopsis of the research project/proposal should be submitted as per proforma given
below:
Category

Programme/Project

Area

Director &
Associate

Institution/
Organization

TPB/CYB (in taka)
__Year/Years
TBP:
CYB:
2nd YB:
3rd YB:
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N.B. TBP is: Total Project Budget, CYB: Current Year Budget, 2ndYB: 2nd Year Budget,
3rdYB: 3rd Year Budget.
29. The following information is required in each proposal:
a) Four (04) copies photographs of the Project Director and Associate Investigator
attested by a first class govt. officer (Applicable for all).
b) Organizations/Universities/ Institutes /Science Club/ Associations / Scientific
Organizations and Schools/ Colleges should submit Project Proposal through their
respective authority.
c) Project director and Associate Investigator should put on their signature with official
seal. (In case of University, signature of Registrar as chief will be acceptable). Any
employee/member/teacher of government organization/Autonomous Body/Public
University’s need to take permission from their respective authority.
d) Organizations which received financial support under special allocation fund earlier
but did not submit their project report will not be considered for funding this year. For
this case the applicant should have to submit attested copy of the receipt of the official
report.
30. Those who are to submit the project must submit the photocopy of the first page of
the referred journal, index page and first and last pages of the article published attested by a first
class govt. officer.
9. Use of research findings:
Project papers of all the projects will be preserved in BANSDOC. MOST will take necessary
steps to use the findings of successful projects for the benefit of the people.

(Md. Abdur Rob Howlader)
Secretary
Ministry of Science and Technology
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ANNEXURE- A
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka – 1000
Tel: 880-2-7164594, Fax: 880-2-7169606
www.most.gov.bd

RESEARCH CONTRACT PROPOSAL
Capacity Utilization Programme
under Special Allocation for Science and
Technology

(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever necessary)
PART – I: GENERAL INFORMATION
1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CONTRACTING INSTITUTE:
Tel
:
Fax
:
E-mail :
Mobile
Money receipt attached (Give Tick or Cross):
2. DEPARTMENT WHERE RESEARCH IS TO BE PERFORMED:
3. TITLE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT:
(A) Name of Coordinated Research Programme (if applicable):
(1) Name and Designation of the authority of the Organization/Institutes /University
forwarding the research contract proposal:
(2) Area of Research: Agriculture/ Medical Science/ Environmental Science/ Biotechnology
/ Engineering & Applied Science/ ICT/ Animal Science/ Aquaculture/ Marine Science/
Microbial and Industrial/ Basic Sciences/ Others (Specify):
4. DURATION (in year):
5. TOTAL COSTS (in Taka):
PART – 11: INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECT PERSONNEL
1. PROJECT PERSONNEL
A. Principal Investigator
Name
Date of Birth
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees held
Subject

Previous experience
Publications

Name of
Degree

University

Sex: M/F

Country

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Class

Year of
Graduation
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(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
B. Associate Investigator :

Name
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees:

Date of Birth

Sex: M/F

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Previous Scientific experience:
Publications:
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
C. Other Staff [which includes Ph.D/M.Phil/ MS or equivalent degrees (Research) student in the
relevant field] (Applicable for Universities/Institutes which award-academic degrees):
PART – III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
A. Significance of the proposed research:
B. Related work already performed or in progress at the contracting institution / organization
C. Related work already performed or in progress at other Institutes in the country (If known)
D. References to important related literature relevant to the project (including own
publication):
2. SCIENTIFIC SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
A. Research Objectives
B. Relationship of these objectives to the present state of knowledge in the field
C. Research plan including proposed methods or techniques is going to be used
1) Plan of action:
2) Methodology:
3) Time schedule of activities with milestones
Sl. No

Name of milestones

Starting Date

Completion Date (approx.)

D. How is the project related to the stated objective of the Special Allocation for Science and
Technology programme of the GOB?
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E. How is the programme related to academic degree programme? (If applicable) (Only for
universities/Institutes which awarded degree):
F. What outputs from the project can be considered for the assessment of its success?
G. How does the project contribute in the development of sustainable technology?
3. LIST OF FACILITIES AVAILABLE (Equipment and other facilities including laboratory
space)

PART – IV: BUDGET INFORMATION
1. BUDGET
A. Current year:
Item Cost (thousand Taka)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Minor equipment
Spare parts for major equipment
Consumables including chemicals, books, software etc. and sample collection expenses
Other essential expenses (maximum one fifth of the total budget)

Total
B. If the project is expected to last more than one year, please include budget estimates for
the total period:
Item
st

1 year

Cost (thousand Taka)
2nd year

1. Minor equipment
2. Spare for major equipment
3. Consumables
4. Other essential expenses
Total
* Detailed list of items with approximate price must be included.

3rd year
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2. STATUS OF LEGAL PERSONALITY AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
PART – V: PREVIOUS FUNDING INFORMATION UNDER SPECIAL ALLOCATION FROM
M/O SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MOST)

1. Did you get any funding under special allocation from MOST since 1997 – 98?
Yes

No

(If your answer is no please escape the following sections)
2. Funding year:
3. Amount of fund (in Taka):
4. What was the title of the project?
5. Project is completed or not?
6. If not what is the expected date of completion?
7. Already submitted working report or scientific report or not?
8. Expected date of submission of Scientific Report?
9. Any paper published in any International, regional / local journal from this research?
10. Quote the name of the journal, date of publication and title of the paper.
PART – VI: DECLARATION/CERTIFICATION
It is certified that –
(a) The same project has not been submitted to any other agency / agencies for financial support.
(b) The research work proposed in this project is not a duplicate work already done or being
done in the field (i.e. area of research)
(c) We agree to accept the terms and conditions developed for the Special Allocation for Science
and Technology as mentioned in the Guidelines.
(d) Associate Investigator assures the responsibility of the Project in case the Principal
Investigator leaves the institution/Organization.
(e) Project will be provided with access to all available facilities in the Organization.
Signature and Name of the
Principal Investigator
(With seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)
Signature and Name of the Associate Investigator :
(With seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)

Signature and Name of the Head of the
Organization / Institutes /University
(With seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)
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ANNEXURE- B
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka – 1000
Tel: 880-2-7164594, Fax: 880-2-7169606
www.most.gov.bd

CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH
PROGRAMME (CRP) PROPOSAL
Capacity Utilization Programme
under Special Allocation for Science and
Technology

(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever necessary)
PART – I: GENERAL INFORMATION
1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PROPOSING INSTITUTE:
Tel
:
Fax
:
Mobile :
Money receipt attached: (Give Tick or Cross)
2. DEPARTMENT WHICH WILL PERFORM CO-ORDINATION:

E-mail :

3. TITLE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT:
(1) Name and Designation of the Authority of the Organization/Institutes /University
forwarding the research contract proposal:
(2) Area of Research: Agriculture/ Medical Science/ Environmental Science/ Biotechnology
/ Engineering & Applied Science/ ICT/ Animal Science/ Aquaculture/ Marine Science/
Microbial and Industrial/ Basic Sciences/ Others (Specify):
4. DURATION (in year):
5. TOTAL COSTS (in Taka):
PART – 11: INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECT PERSONNEL
1. PROJECT PERSONNEL
A. Programme Co-ordinator :
Name

Date of Birth

Sex: M/F

Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees held
Subject

Name of
Degree

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

University

Country

Class

Year of
Graduation
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Previous experience
Publications
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
B. Alternate Programme Co-ordinator
Name
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees

Date of Birth

Sex: M/F

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Previous Scientific experience
Publications
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
C. Other Staff [which includes Ph.D/M.Phil/ MS or equivalent degrees (Research) student in the
relevant field] (Applicable for Universities/Institutes which award-academic degrees):
Name

Qualifications

Type of Staff

PART – III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
A. Significance of the proposed research
B. Related work already performed or in progress at the contracting institution / organization
C. Related work already performed or in progress at other Institutes in the country (If known)
D. References to important related literature relevant to the project (including own
publication):
2. SCIENTIFIC SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
A. Research Objectives
B. Relationship of these objectives to the present state of knowledge in the field
C. Research plan including proposed methods or techniques is going to be used
1) Plan of action:
2) Methodology:
3) Time schedule of activities with milestones
Sl. No
Name of milestones
Starting Date

Completion Date (approx.)
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D. How is the project related to the stated objective of the Special Allocation for Science and
Technology programme of the GOB?
E. How is the programme related to academic degree programme? (If applicable) (Only for
universities/Institutes awarded degree)
F. What outputs from the project can be considered for the assessment of its success?
G. How does the project contribute in the development of sustainable technology?

PART –IV: ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
1. ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE OF THE CO-ORDINATING INSTITUTES (This
should include description of facilities available and recent work done at the Institute)
2. STATUS OF LEGAL PERSONALITY AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM OF COORDINATING INSTITUTION/ORGANIZATION
3. EXPERT ADVISORY GROUP (Not less than five including a Chairman)
PART – V: BUDGET INFORMATION
1. BUDGET
A. Current year summary:
Item Cost (thousand Taka)
1. Co-ordination Cost (maximum 10% of Total*)
2. Research Contracts @ Tk. ** Total
B. Co-ordination Budget (Current year)
Cost (thousand Taka)
Item
1. Expert Group Meetings
2. Contract Co-ordination Meetings
3. Documentation & Publications
4. Other Essential Expenses
Total
C. If the project is expected to last more than one year, please include budget estimates for
the total period:
Item
1st year
1. Co-ordination Cost (*)
2. Research Contracts (**)
Total

Cost (thousand Taka)
2nd year

3rd year
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PART – V: PREVIOUS FUNDING INFORMATION UNDER SPECIAL ALLOCATION FROM
M/O SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MOST)

1. Did you get any funding under special allocation from MOST since 1997 – 98?
Yes

No

(If your answer is no please escape the following sections)
2. Funding year:
3. Amount of fund (in Taka):
4. What was the title of the project?
5. Project is completed or not?
6. If not what is the expected date of completion?
7. Already submitted working report or scientific report or not?
8. Expected date of submission of Scientific Report?
9. Any paper published in any International, regional / local journal from this research?
10. Quote the name of the journal, date of publication and title of the paper.
PART – VI: DECLARATION/CERTIFICATION
It is certified that –
(a) The same project has not been submitted to any other agency / agencies for financial support.
(b) The research work proposed in this project is not a duplicate work already done or being
done in the field (i.e. area of research)
(c) We agree to accept the terms and conditions developed for the Special Allocation for Science
and Technology as mentioned in the Guidelines.
(d) Associate Investigator assures the responsibility of the Project in case the Principal
Investigator leaves the institution/Organization.
(e) Project will be provided with access to all available facilities in the Organization.

Signature and Name of the
Alternative Programme Co-ordinator

(With seal, Telephone number
& Mobile number)

Signature and Name of the
Programme Co-ordinator

(With seal, Telephone
number & Mobile number)

Signature and Name of the Head of the
Organization / Institutes /University

(With seal, Telephone number
& Mobile number)
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ANNEXURE- C
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka – 1000
Tel: 880-2-7164594, Fax: 880-2-7169606
www.most.gov.bd

CAPACITY BUILD-UP Capacity
Institutionalization Programme Proposal
under Special Allocation for Science and
Technology

(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever necessary)
PART – I: GENERAL INFORMATION
1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PROPOSING INSTITUTE/
ORGANIZATION/ UNIVERSITY:

Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Mobile:

2. DEPARTMENT WHERE RESEARCH IS TO BE IMPLEMENTED:
3. TITLE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT:
(1) Name and Designation of the authority of the Organization/Institutes /University
forwarding the research contract proposal:
(2) Area of Research: Agriculture/ Medical Science/ Environmental Science/ Biotechnology/
Engineering & Applied Science/ ICT/ Animal Science/ Aquaculture/ Marine Science/
Microbial and Industrial/ Basic Sciences/ Others (Specify):
4. DURATION (in year):
5. TOTAL COSTS (in Taka):
PART – 11: INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECT PERSONNEL
1. PROJECT PERSONNEL
A. Project Counterpart:
Name
Date of Birth
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees held
Subject
Name of
Degree

Sex: M/F

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

University

Country

Class

Year of
Graduation

Previous experience (Indicate the training and experience he/she has in the field of the project
Publications:
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(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
B. Associate Project Counterpart:

Name
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees

Date of Birth

Sex: M/F

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Previous Scientific experience
Publications
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
C. Other Staff [which includes Ph.D/M.Phil/ MS or equivalent degrees (Research) student in the
relevant field] (Applicable for Universities/Institutes which award-academic degrees):
Name
Qualifications
Type of Staff
PART – III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
A. Significance of the proposed research.
B. Specific problems to be addressed by the project.
C. Immediate objective that the project is expected to achieve.
D. Availability and description of similar capacity elsewhere in the country.
E. How is the project related to the stated objective of the Special Allocation for Science and
Technology programme of the GOB ?
F. How is the project related to academic degree programme ?
G. What outputs from the programme can be considered for the assessment of its success ?
H. Work plan with time schedule.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUTS REQUESTED:
SL. No

Item

Short description

Quantity
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PART-IV: ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
1. ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE OF THE INSTITUTE (Capacity, Commitment and Inputs to
enable the project to produce proposed outputs)
A. Description of the existing facilities of the Institute:
B. On-going activities in the Institutes related to the project:
C. Sustainability (Describe arrangement which would ensure that the project will result
in a sustained activity)
2. STATUS OF THE ORGANIZATION IN RESPECT OF INDEPENDENT LEGAL
PERSONALITY AND AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ?

PART-V: BUDGET INFORMATION
1. BUDGET
A. Current year summary
Item

Cost (thousand Taka)

1. Equipment
2. Books and Journals
3. Relocation cost
Total
B.
If the project is expected to last more than one year, please include budget estimates for
the total period:
Item
st

1 year

Cost (thousand Taka)
2nd year

1. Equipment
2. Books and Journals
3. Relocation cost
Total
C.

Financing:

Sponsoring Institutes which .................%
S&T Support .................%
Other Agencies .................%

3rd year
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2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INPUTS WITH COST:
A.

Equipment (Please fill in an Individual Equipment Form for each item):
(one form for each item)

Item no/Name/Quantity:
Technical name of the equipment and any necessary attachments:
Expected operating life of the equipment:
Detailed technical specification regarding performance:
Estimated Price: US$ Tk. (thousand) CDVAT Tk. (thousand) Total Tk. (thousand)
Purpose for which the instrument will be used:
If you want any specific brand or make of equipment, please explain the reasons:
Person responsible for the equipment:
Name Job Title Qualifications Experience
Do you need any training for operation or maintenance of the equipment ?
Specification of training:
Any other special requirements:
ALL EQUIPMENT ARE ASSUMED TO HAVE POWER REQUIRMENTS OF 230V AND 50Hz

B. Books/Journals
Item No. Description Price (thousand Taka)
PART-V: PREVIOUS FUNDING INFORMATION UNDER SPECIAL ALLOCATION FROM
M/O SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MOST)
1. Did you get any funding under special allocation from MOST since 1997-98 ?
Yes

No

( If your answer is no please escape the following section )
2. Funding year:
3. Amount of fund (in Taka):
4. What was the title of the project ?
5. Project is completed or not ?
6. If not what is the expected date of completion ?
7. Already submitted working report or not ?
8. Expected date of submission of Scientific Report ?
9. Any paper published in any International, regional/local journal as out put of this project ?
10. Quote the name of journal, date of publication and title of the paper.
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PART-VI: DECLARATION/CERTIFICATION

It is certified that(a) The same project has not been submitted to any other agency/agencies for financial support.
(b) The research work proposed in this project is not a duplicate work already done or being
done in the field (i.e. area of research)
(c) We agree to accept the terms and conditions developed for the Special Allocation for Science
and Technology as mentioned in the Guidelines.
(d) Associate Investigator assure the responsibility of the Project in case the Principal
Investigator leaves the Institution/Organization.
(e) Project will be provided with access to all available facilities in this organization.

Signature and Name of the
Project Counterpart
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Signature and Name of the Head of the
Organization/Institutes/University
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Signature and Name of the Associate Project Counterpart :
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)
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ANNEXURE- D
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka – 1000
Tel: 880-2-7164594, Fax: 880-2-7169606
www.most.gov.bd

STUDY CONTRACT PROGRAMME
PROPOSAL
under Special Allocation for Science and
Technology

(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever necessary)
PART – I: GENERAL INFORMATION
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Mobile :

1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CONTRACTING
INSTITUTE::
2. DEPARTMENT WHERE RESEARCH IS TO BE PERFORMED:
3. TITLE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT:
A. Name of Coordinated Research Programme (if applicable):

(1) Name and Designation of the authority of the Organization/ Institutes /University
forwarding the research contract proposal:
(2) Area of Research: Agriculture/ Medical Science/ Environmental Science/ Biotechnology/
Engineering & Applied Science/ ICT/ Animal Science/ Aquaculture/ Marine Science/
Microbial and Industrial/ Basic Sciences/ Others (Specify):
4. DURATION (in year):
5. TOTAL COSTS (in Taka):
PART – 11: INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECT PERSONNEL
1. PROJECT PERSONNEL
A. Principal Investigator
Name
Date of Birth
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees held
Subject
Name of
University
Degree

Sex: M/F

Country

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Class

Year of
Graduation

Previous experience
Publications
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
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B. Associate Investigator :
Name
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees:

Date of Birth

Sex: M/F

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Previous Scientific experience:
Publications:
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
C. Other Staff [which includes Ph.D/M.Phil/ MS or equivalent degrees (Research) student in the
relevant field] (Applicable for Universities/Institutes which award-academic degrees):
Name

Qualifications

Type of Staff

PART – III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
A. Significance of the proposed research:
B. Related work already performed or in progress at the contracting institution / organization
C. Related work already performed or in progress at other Institutes in the country (If known)
D. References to important related literature
2. SCIENTIFIC SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
A. Research Objectives
B. Relationship of these objectives to the present state of knowledge in the field
C. Research plan including proposed methods or techniques is going to be used
1) Plan of action:
2) Methodology:
3) Time schedule of activities with milestones
Sl. No

Name of milestones

Starting Date

Completion Date (approx.)

D. How is the project related to the stated objective of the Special Allocation for Science and
Technology programme of the GOB?
E. How is the programme related to academic degree programme? (If applicable) (Only for
universities/Institutes is to take awarded academic degree):
F. What outputs from the project can be considered for the assessment of its success?
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3. LIST OF FACILITIES AVAILABLE (Equipment and other facilities including laboratory
space)
PART – IV: BUDGET INFORMATION
1. BUDGET
A Current year:
Item Cost (thousand Taka)
1 .Minor equipment
2. Spare parts for major equipment
3. Consumables including chemicals, books, software etc. and sample collection expenses
4. Other essential expenses (maximum one fifth of the total budget)

Total
B. If the project is expected to last more than one year, please include budget estimates for the
total period:
Item
st

1 year

Cost (thousand Taka)
2nd year

3rd year

1. Minor equipment
2. Spare for major equipment
3. Consumables
4. Other essential expenses
Total
2. STATUS OF LEGAL PERSONALITY AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
PART – V: PREVIOUS FUNDING INFORMATION UNDER SPECIAL ALLOCATION FROM
M/O SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MOST)

1. Did you get any funding under special allocation from MOST since 1997 – 98?
Yes

No

(If your answer is no please escape the following sections)
2. Funding year:
3. Amount of fund (in Taka):
4. What was the title of the project?
5. Project is completed or not?
6. If not what is the expected date of completion?
7. Already submitted working report or scientific report or not?
8. Expected date of submission of Scientific Report?
9. Any paper published in any International, regional / local journal from this research?
10. Quote the name of the journal, date of publication and title of the paper.
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PART – VI: DECLARATION/CERTIFICATION
It is certified that –
(a) The same project has not been submitted to any other agency / agencies for financial support.
(b) The research work proposed in this project is not a duplicate work already done or being
done in the field (i.e. area of research)
(c) We agree to accept the terms and conditions developed for the Special Allocation for Science
and Technology as mentioned in the Guidelines.
(d) Associate Investigator assures the responsibility of the Project in case the Principal
Investigator leaves the institution/Organization.
(e) Project will be provided with access to all available facilities in the Organization.

Signature and Name of the
Principal Investigator
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Signature and Name of the Associate Investigator
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)

Signature and Name of the Head of the
Organization / Institutes /University
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)
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ANNEXURE- E
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka – 1000
Tel: 880-2-7164594, Fax: 880-2-7169606
www.most.gov.bd

SUPPLEMENTARY SUPPORT
PROGRAMME PROPOSAL
under Special Allocation for Science and
Technology

(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever necessary)
PART – I: GENERAL INFORMATION
1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PROPOSING INSTITUTE/UNIVERSITY:
Tel
:
Mobile :

Fax

:

E-mail :

2. DEPARTMENT WHERE RESEARCH IS TO BE IMPLEMENTED:
3. TITLE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT:
A. Name of the Coordinated Research Programme (if applicable)
(1) Name and Designation of the authority of the Organization/Institutes /University
forwarding the research contract proposal:
(2) Area of Research: Agriculture/ Medical Science/ Environmental Science/ Biotechnology/
Engineering & Applied Science/ ICT/ Animal Science/ Aquaculture/ Marine Science/
Microbial and Industrial/ Basic Sciences/ Others (Specify):
4. DURATION (in year):
5. TOTAL COSTS (in Taka):
PART – 11: INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECT PERSONNEL
1. PROGRAMME PERSONNEL
A. Programme Manager (Principle Investigator/Researcher)
Name
Date of Birth
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees held
Subject
Name of
University
Degree

Sex: M/F

Country

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Class

Year of
Graduation

Previous experience
Publications:
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
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B. Associate Programme Personnel
Name
Date of Birth
Sex: M/F
Position held (since)
Present Address
Permanent Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees
Previous Scientific experience
Publications
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
PART – III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
A. Significance of the proposed research.
B. Related activity in progress in the country.
C. Related activity abroad.
D. References to important literature relevant to the project (including own publication).
E. Detailed work plan (Please specify research contract topics and probable target Institutes).
F. How is the project related to the stated objective of the Special Allocation for Science and
Technology programme of the GOB ?
G. What outputs from the programme can be considered for the assessment of its success?
PART-IV: ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
1. ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE OF THE INSTITUTES (This should include description of
the facilities available at the Institutes of the proposed programme)
2. STATUS OF THE ORGANIZATION IN RESPECT OF INDEPENDENT LEGAL
PERSONALITY AND AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ?
3. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR CONFERENCES/SYMPOSIA/
WORKSHOP ETC. (NOT LESS THAN FIVE INCLUDING A CHAIRMAN)
PART-V: BUDGET INFORMATION
1. BUDGET
A. Summary
Item
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cost (thousand Taka)

Total
C.

Financing:

Sponsoring Institutes which .................%
S&T Support .................%
Other Agencies .................%
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PART-V: PREVIOUS FUNDING INFORMATION UNDER SPECIAL ALLOCATION FROM
M/O SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MOST)
1. Did you get any funding under special allocation from MOST since 1997-98 ?
Yes
No
( If your answer is no please escape the following section )
2. Funding year:
3. Amount of fund (in Taka):
4. What was the title of the project ?
5. Project is completed or not ?
6. If not what is the expected date of completion ?
7. Already submitted working report or not ?
8. Expected date of submission of Scientific Report ?
9. Any paper published in any International, regional/local journal as out put of this project ?
10. Quote the name of journal, date of publication and title of the paper.
PART-VI: DECLARATION/CERTIFICATION

It is certified that(a) The same project has not been submitted to any other agency/agencies for financial support.
(b) The research work proposed in this project is not a duplicate work already done or being
done in the field (i.e. area of research)
(c) We agree to accept the terms and conditions developed for the Special Allocation for Science
and Technology as mentioned in the Guidelines.
(d) Associate Investigator assure the responsibility of the Project in case the Principal
Investigator leaves the Institution/Organization.
(e) Project will be provided with access to all available facilities in this organization.

Signature and Name of the
Principal Investigator (Programme Manager)
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Signature and Name of the Associate Investigator :
(with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)

Signature and Name of the Head of the
Organization/Institutes /University
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)
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ANNEXURE- F
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka – 1000
Tel: 880-2-7164594, Fax: 880-2-7169606
www.most.gov.bd

Innovative and Indigenous Research work
by the Young Scientists especially
belonging to Schools/Colleges/Science
Organizations/ Associations Programme
Proposal under Special Allocation for
Science and Technology

(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever necessary)
PART – I: GENERAL INFORMATION
1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE SCIENCE CULB/ORGANIZATION/
ASSOCIATION:
Tel
:
Fax
:
E-mail :
Mobile :
2. NAME OF THE LABORATORY/DEPARTMENT WHERE RESEARCH IS TO BE
IMPLEMENTED:
3. TITLE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT:
A. Name of the Coordinated Research Programme (if applicable)
(1) Name and Designation of the authority of the Organization/Science
club/Organization/Association forwarding the research contract proposal:
(2) Area/Types of Project: Agriculture/ Medical Science/ Environmental Science/
Biotechnology/ Engineering & Applied Science/ ICT/ Animal Science/ Aquaculture/
Marine Science/ Microbial and Industrial/ Basic Sciences/ Others (Specify):
4. DURATION (in year):
5. TOTAL COSTS (in Taka):
PART – 11: INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECT PERSONNEL
1. PROJECT PERSONNEL
A. Principal Investigator
Name
Date of Birth
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees held
Subject
Name of
University
Degree

Sex: M/F

Country

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Class

Year of
Graduation
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Previous experience
Publications:(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well
as national journals):
B. Associate Investigator
Name
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees

Date of Birth

Sex: M/F

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Previous Scientific experience
Publications
(Please provide a complete list of publications in refereed International, regional as well as national
journals):
PART-III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
A. Problem Statement:
B. Rationale of Research Project:
C. Related work already performed or in progress in your Club/Association/Organization or at
other Institutes:
2. SCIENTIFIC SCOPE OF THE PROJECT:
A. Objective of the Research Project
B. Significance of the Study
C. Related with Socioeconomic Development
3. WORK PLAN
A. Plan of action
B. Methodology/Analytical Techniques
C. Time Schedule of activities with milestones.
4. What outputs from the Project can be considered for the assessment of its success ?
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PART-IV: BUDGET INFORMATION
1. BUDGET
A. Current year
Item Cost (thousand Taka)
1. Minor equipment
2. Spares for major equipment
3. Consumables including chemicals, books, software etc and sample collection expenses
4. Other essential expenses (maximum one fifth of the total budget)
______________________________________________________________________________
Total
B. If the project is expected to last more than one year, please include budget estimates for the
total period
Item
1st year

Cost (thousand Taka)
2nd year

3rd year

1. Minor equipment
2. Spare for major equipment
3. Consumables
4. Other essential expenses
Total

2. STATUS OF LEGAL PERSONALITY AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM?
PART-V: PREVIOUS FUNDING INFORMATION UNDER SPECIAL ALLOCATION FROM
M/O SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MOST)

1. Did you get any funding under special allocation from MOST since 1997-98 ?
Yes

No

( If your answer is no please escape the following section )
2. Funding year:
3. Amount of fund (in Taka):
4. What was the title of the project ?
5. Project is completed or not ?
6. If not what is the expected date of completion ?
7. Already submitted working report or scientific report or not ?
8. Expected date of submission of Scientific Report ?
9. Any paper published in any International, regional/local journal ?
10. Quote the name of journal, date of publication and title of the paper.
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PART-VI: DECLARATION/CERTIFICATION
It is certified that----a) The same project has not been submitted to any other agency/agencies for financial support.
(b) The research work proposed in this project is not a duplicate work already done or being
done in the field (i.e. area of research)
(c) We agree to accept the terms and conditions developed for the Special Allocation for Science
and Technology as mentioned in the Guidelines.
(d) Associate Investigator assure the responsibility of the Project in case the Principal
Investigator leaves the Institution/Organization.
(e) Project will be provided with access to all available facilities in this organization.
Signature and Name of the
Principal Investigator
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Signature and Name of the Associate Investigator :
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)

Signature and Name of the Head of the
Organization/Institutes /University
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)
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ANNEXURE- G
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka – 1000
Tel: 880-2-7164594, Fax: 880-2-7169606
www.most.gov.bd

Enhancement & Improvement of
Laboratory facilities of Science Clubs/
Organizations / Associations Programme
Proposal under Special Allocation for
Science and Technology

(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever necessary)
PART – I: GENERAL INFORMATION
1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PROPOSING SCIENCE
CLUB/ASSOCIATION/ORGANIZATION/ UNIVERSITY:

Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Mobile :

2. DEPARTMENT WHERE RESEARCH IS TO BE IMPLEMENTED:
3. TITLE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT:
4. Name and Designation of the authority of the Science Club/Association/Organization
forwarding the project proposal:
5. Area of Research: Agriculture/ Medical Science/ Environmental Science/ Biotechnology/
Engineering & Applied Science/ ICT/ Animal Science/ Aquaculture/ Marine Science/ Microbial
and Industrial/ Basic Sciences/ Others (Specify)
6. DURATION (in year):
7. TOTAL COSTS (in Taka):
PART – 11: INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECT PERSONNEL
1. PROJECT PERSONNEL
A. Project Counterpart
Name
Date of Birth
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees held
Subject

Name of
Degree

University

Sex: M/F

Country

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Class

Year of
Graduation

Previous experience (Indicate the training and experience he/she has in the field of the project)
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B. Associate Project Counterpart
Name
Present Address
e-mail Address
Academic degrees

Date of Birth

Sex: M/F

Position held (since)
Permanent Address

Previous Scientific experience
PART-III: TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT:
A. Significance of the proposed research:
B. Specific problems to be addressed by the project:
C. Immediate objective that the project is expected to achieve:
D. Availability and description of similar capacity elsewhere in the country:
E. How is the project related to the stated objective of the Special Allocation for Science and
Information & Communication Technology programme of the GOB ?
F. What outputs from the programme can be considered for the assessment of its success ?
G. Work plan with time schedule:
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUTS REQUESTED:
SL. No

Item

Short description

Quantity

PART-IV: ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
1. ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE OF THE INSTITUTE (Capacity, Commitment and Inputs to
enable the project to produce proposed outputs)
A. Description of the existing facilities of the Institutes which:
B. On-going activities in the Institutes which related to the project:
C. Sustainability (Describe arrangement which would ensure that the project will result in a
sustained activity)
2. STATUS OF THE ORGANIZATION IN RESPECT OF INDEPENDENT LEGAL
PERSONALITY AND AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ?
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PART-V: BUDGET INFORMATION
1. BUDGET
A. Current year summary
Item

Cost (thousand Taka)

1. Equipment:
2. Books and Journals:
3. Relocation cost:
Total
B. If the project is expected to last more than one year, please include summary budget estimates
for the total period
Item
st

1 year

Cost (thousand Taka)
2nd year

3rd year

1. Equipment
2. Books and Journals
3. Relocation cost
Total
C. Financing:

Sponsoring Institutes which .................%
S &T Support .................%
Other Agencies .................%

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INPUTS WITH COST:
A. Equipment (Please fill in an Individual Equipment Form for each item):
(one form for each item)
Item no/Name/Quantity:
Technical name of the equipment and any necessary attachments:
Expected operating life of the equipment:
Detailed technical specification regarding performance:
Estimated Price: US$ Tk. (thousand)
CDVAT Tk. (thousand)
Total Tk. (thousand)
Purpose for which the instrument will be used:
If you want any specific brand or make of equipment, please explain the reasons:
Person responsible for the equipment:
Name
Job Title
Qualifications
Experience
Do you need any training for operation or maintenance of the equipment ?
Specification of training:
Any other special requirements:
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ALL EQUIPMENT ARE ASSUMED TO HAVE POWER REQUIRMENTS OF 230V AND 50Hz

B. Books/Journals
Item No.

Description

Price (thousand Taka)

PART-V: PREVIOUS FUNDING INFORMATION UNDER SPECIAL ALLOCATION FROM
M/O SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MOST)

1. Did you get any funding under special allocation from MOST since 1997-98 ?
Yes

No

( If your answer is no please escape the following section )
2. Funding year:
3. Amount of fund (in Taka):
4. What was the title of the project ?
5. Project is completed or not ?
6. If not what is the expected date of completion ?
7. Already submitted working report or scientific report or not ?
8. Expected date of submission of Scientific Report ?
9. Any paper published in any International, regional/local journal ?
10. Quote the name of journal, date of publication and title of the paper
PART-VI: DECLARATION/CERTIFICATION
It is certified that----a) The same project has not been submitted to any other agency/agencies for financial support.
(b) The research work proposed in this project is not a duplicate work already done or being
done in the field (i.e. area of research)
(c) We agree to accept the terms and conditions developed for the Special Allocation for Science
and Technology as mentioned in the Guidelines.
(d) Associate Investigator assure the responsibility of the Project in case the Principal
Investigator leaves the Institution/Organization.
(e) Project will be provided with access to all available facilities in this organization.

Signature and Name of the
Project Counterpart
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Signature and Name of the Head of the
Organization/Institutes /University
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Signature and Name of the Associate Project counterpart (Associate Investigator) :
( with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)
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ANNEXURE-H
QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT OF R&D PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY THE
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Report for the............................Quarter of.....................................(month)...........................(year)
(Additional Annexure should be submitted wherever deem necessary)
[This form applies for all Programmes/Projects ]
1. Name of the Programme/Project ..................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………
2. Name of the Principal Investigator ……………...........................................................................
Programme Manager/……………………………………………………………………………….
Programme Co-ordinator/.................................................................................................................
Project Counterpart
3. Designation and Mailing Address .................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
Telephone........................................Fax................................
Email......................................................................................
4. Physical targets and achievements of the quarter (please mention N/A against the item not
relevant
Serial
Item
Target (% of
Achievement
Cumulative
total)
(% of target) Achievement(% of total)
4.1

Procurement

4.2

4.4

Installation/commissioni
ng and testing
Experiments
conducted/samples
studied, etc.
Report, papers etc

4.5

Process developed

4.6

Patents

4.7

Others (mention) [viz.
programme/study/etc.]

4.3
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5. Fiscal targets for the quarter:
Target (% of total)
Achievement (% of target) Cumulative achievement (% of total)

6. Physical target for the next quarter:
Serial

Item

6.1

Procurement

6.2

Installation/commissioning and
testing
Experiments conducted/samples
studied, etc
Report, papers, etc
Process developed
Patents
Others (mention)[viz.
programme/study/etc]

6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

Target (% of
total)

Cumulative target * (%
of total)

· Please take into consideration the achievement of the earlier quarters in calculating the planned
cumulative target.
7. Problems faced, if any
8. Please attach following information in separate sheets for each item:
8.1 Financial statement for the quarter with breakdown in components (heads of account).
8.2 Ultimate output of the project and linkage with national economy/priority/socio-economic
needs.
8.3 Reasons for any shortfall in the achievement of the target for the quarter and suggestions as
to how this shortfall is to be mended and how it would affect the output and the project schedule.
8.4 Any other suggestion.
(Signature of the Principal Investigator/Programme Manager/Programme Co-ordinator/Project
Counterpart)

(Countersign of the Head of the Organization/Institutes which/University/Science Clubs/
Organizations/ Associations)
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ANNEXURE-I
Assets acquired partly or solely out of the S&T Allocation
(Register to be maintained by the Implementing Institution/Organization)
1. Name of the Organization/Institution.
2. Name of the Programme/Project.
3. Number and date of sanction order.
4. Particulars of assets acquired.
5. Value of asset.
6. Lists of asset which are needed by the Organization.
7. Reasons for such need.
8. Lists of asset to be disposed of.
9. Lists of asset already disposed of.
10. Reasons and authority for such disposal.
11. Amount realized on disposal.

Principal Investigator/
Programme Manager/
Programme Co-ordinator/
Project Counterpart
(Signature with seal,
Telephone number &
Mobile number)

Financial Officer
(Signature with seal, Telephone
number & Mobile number)

Head of the Organization/Institutes /University
(Signature with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)
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ANNEXURE-J
Utilization Certificate
( For financial year.........................ending on 30 June)
1. Name of the Programme/Project:
2. Name of the Organization/Institutes which/University:
3. Name of the Principal Investigator/Programme Manager/Programme Co-ordinator/Project
Counterpart:
4. Sanction order number and date of Ministry of S&T:
5. Amount received for the current financial year:
6. Amount brought forward from previous financial year (please mention the previous order
number and date of the Ministry to carry forward the said amount) :
7. Other receipts/interest (if any) on the special allocation for S&T:
8. Statement of expenditure incurred during the current financial year (statement of expenditure
needs to be submitted in proforma at Annexure-**): Enclosed Yes/No.
9. Unspent balance refunded (please mention DD number with date) :
10. Amount needed to be carry forward to the next financial year :
11. Present balance at the end of the financial year
Certified that...........................................(in words...........................................................................)
has been utilized for implementing the above noted programme and the balance of
Taka........................................ (in words...............................................................) has been
surrendered to the Ministry of S&T vide DD number..................................................................
date.....................................................
Certified that the money has been utilized according to the work plan of the programme/project
to achieve the objectives and I am satisfied with the expenditure incurred and the work done.
Principal Investigator/
Programme Manager/
Programme Co-ordinator/
Project Counterpart
(Signature with seal,
Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Head of Financial Wing
(Signature with seal, Telephone
number & Mobile number)

Head of the Organization/Institutes /University
(Signature with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)
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ANNEXURE-K
Statement of Expenditure
Period: From................................. to .................................................
(all in thousand Taka)
Item Unspent Allocation Other
Total
Expenditure Balance Remarks
balance
received
receipts/interest
incurred
carried
from the
on S&T
during the
forward Ministry
allocation
from
of Science
previous and
year
Technology
(2+3+4=)
(5+6=)
during the
year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1. Non recurring:
(i) Equipment

2. Recurring:

(i) Consumables
(ii) Contingency
(iii) Others

Principal Investigator/ Programme Manager/
Programme Co-ordinator/ Project Counterpart
(Signature with seal, Telephone number & Mobile
number)

Head of Financial Wing
(Signature with seal, Telephone
number & Mobile number)

Head of the Organization/Institutes /University
(Signature with seal, Telephone number & Mobile number)
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ANNEXURE - L

weÁvb I cÖhyw³i Rb¨ we‡kl eiv‡Ïi AvIZvaxb Kg©m~Px/cÖK‡íi cwiPvjK/cÖwZôvb-cwiPvjK KZ…©K weÁvb
I cÖhyw³ gš¿Yvjq †_‡K Kg©m~Px/cÖK‡íi wecix‡Z M„nxZ Avw_©K eiv‡Ïi h‡_vchy³ e¨envi m¤úwK©Z
A½xKvibvgv
Kg©m~Px/cÖKí wk‡ivbvgt
Avwg

wcZv/¯^vgx
WvKNi(†KvW mn)

¯’vqx wVKvbvt kni/MÖvg
_vbv

†Rjv

Kg©m~Px/cÖKí GjvKvi wVKvbvt

wk‡ivbv‡g D‡j wLZ Kg©m~Px/cÖK‡íi cwiPvjK/cÖwZôvb-cwiPvjK PjwZ ..................................A_© eQ‡i weÁvb I
cÖhyw³ gš¿Yvjq cÖ`Ë A‡_© D³ Kg©m~Px/cÖKíwU ev¯—evq‡bi j‡¶¨ wbgœewY©Z Av‡ivwcZ hveZxq wbqgKvbyb mÁv‡b †¯^”Qvq
†g‡b wb‡q A½xKvi KiwQ †h t
(1) “Guidelines for Different Programmes Under Special Allocation for Science and
Technology” – kxl©K wb‡`©wkKvi Terms and Conditions of the Special Allocation for the Science and
Technology h_vh_fv‡e †g‡b Pje;
(2) Avwg/Avgiv GB ms¯’v KZ©„K `vwLjK…Z ev‡RU I Kg© cwiKíbv Abyhvqx Kg©m~Px/cÖKíwU PjwZ
A_© erm‡i ev¯—evqb c~e©K G m¤úwK©Z cÖhyw³MZ Z_¨ mg„× cÖwZ‡e`b Avcbvi gš¿Yvjq, e¨vÝWK I Avcbvi civgk©
Abyhvqx Ab¨ ‡h †Kvb cÖwZôv‡b `vwLj Kie Ges D³ cÖwZ‡e`b Avš—R©vwZK/RvZxqfv‡e ¯^xK…Z Rvb©v‡j cÖKv‡ki e¨e¯’v
Kie;
(3) Kg©m~Px/cÖKíwU mgvwßi m‡½ m‡½B cÖ`Ë ev‡RU Abyhvqx hveZxq LiP weeiYx g~j fvDPvimn Avcbvi gš¿Yvj‡qi
mswk ó kvLvq Rgv cÖ`v‡b eva¨ _vKe;
(4) Kg©m~Px/cÖK‡íi AMÖMwZ g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ gš¿Yvjq KZ…©K wb‡qvwRZ †h †Kvb we‡klÁ/Kg©KZ©v‡K cÖK‡íi hveZxq Kg©KvÛ
AewnZ n‡Z mn‡hvMxZv Kie;
(5) Kg©m~Px/cÖK‡íi Rb¨ wba©vwiZ mgq mxgv DËxY© nevi c~‡e© hw` †Kvb Kvi‡b Avwg/Avgiv Kg©m~Px/cÖKí cwiZ¨vM Kwi ev
Kg©m~Px/cÖKí Pvjv‡Z AcviM nB ev Kg©m~Px/cÖKí cwiPvjbv m¤úwK©Z miKvix bxwZgvjv †g‡b Pj‡Z e¨_© nB Z‡e miKvi
KZ©„K gÄyixK…Z Ae¨wqZ A_© wb‡`©kbv †gvZv‡eK †diZ w`‡Z eva¨ _vKe;
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(6) Kg©m~Px/cÖK‡íi wecix‡Z gÄyixK…Z A_© Øviv Avwg/Avgiv †Kvb cÖKvi †fŠZ AeKvVv‡gv wbg©vY ev e¨w³MZ cÖ‡qvRb
†gUve bv Ges hveZxq A_© Aby‡gvw`Z ‰eÁvwbK M‡elYv/cÖhyw³ Dbœq‡b e¨q Kie; gÄyixK…Z Ae¨wqZ A_©
(7) Kg©m~Px/cÖKíwU ïi“ Kivi m‡½ m‡½B Kg©m~Px/cÖKí GjvKvi Ae¯’vb m¤ú‡K© Avwg/Avgiv wjwLZfv‡e Avcbvi
gš¿Yvjq‡K AewnZ Kie Ges AewnZ ivLe|
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Avwg/Avgiv AviI A½xKvi KiwQ †h, miKvi cÖ`Ë A_© mnvqZv‡K DÏxcK wnmv‡e MÖnb K‡I †`‡ki mvwe©K Kj¨v‡Y weÁvb
I cÖhyw³ Dbœq‡bi m‡½ Avgvi/Avgv‡`i †gav I kªg wb‡qvwRZ Kie|
‡PK bs ……………………… A‡_©i cwigvY ………………………..ZvwiL……………………….
evsjv‡`k e¨sK, XvKv - Gi gva¨‡g M‡elYv Kg©m~Pxi AbyK~‡j eivÏK…Z A_© ey‡S †cjvg|
cÖ_g ¯^v¶x _______________________
(bvg I ¯^v¶i, ZvwiL mn, ‡dvb bs I †gvevBj bs)
mxj †gvni _______________________
wØZxq ¯^v¶x _______________________
(bvg I ¯^v¶i, ZvwiL mn ‡dvb bs I †gvevBj bs)
mxj †gvni _______________________
Kg©m~Px/cÖKí cwiPvjK/cÖwZôvb cwiPvjK
(bvg I ¯^v¶i, ZvwiL mn, ‡dvb bs I †gvevBj bs)

ms¯’v cÖavb
(ZvwiL, ¯^v¶i I bvgmn mxjmn †dvb bs
I †gvevBj bs)

Kg©m~Px/cÖK‡íi mn‡hvMx M‡el‡Ki
(bvg I ¯^v¶i, ZvwiL mn, ‡dvb bs I †gvevBj bs)

mwPe
weÁvb I cÖhyw³ gš¿Yvjq
evsjv‡`k mwPevjq, XvKv - 1000|

wet`ªt `yBRb ¯^v¶x, cÖ_g †kªYxi †M‡R‡UW Kg©KZ©v ev ¯^xK…Z M‡elYv cÖwZôv‡bi wk¶K/weÁvbx/cÖhyw³we` n‡eb Ges
A½xKvibvgv 150/- UvKvi bb-RywWwkqvj ó¨v‡¤ú wjwLZ n‡e|
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ANNEXURE – M

we‡ji mv‡_ wb‡gœewY©Z QKwU c~iYc~e©K Rgv cÖ`v‡bi Rb¨ Aby‡iva Rvbv‡bv nÕjt
1.
2.
3.

Name of the Proj ect
Group No
Name of the Principal
Investigator (PI)
a) Present Address
e-mail Address
b) Permanent Address
c) Telephone

:
:
:
:
:
: Office:
Residence:

4.

d) Mobile No
e) Fax No
f) e-mail address
Name of the Associate
Investigator
a) Present Address
e-mail Address
b) Permanent Address
c) Telephone

:
:
:
:
:
:
: Office:
Residence:

d) Mobile No
e) Fax No
f) e-mail address
5.

Name of the Head
/Executive Director
(cÖ‡hvR¨ †¶‡Î)
a) Present Address
e-mail Address
b) Permanent Address
c) Telephone
d) Mobile No
e) Fax No
f) e-mail address

:
:
:
:

:
:
: Office:
Residence:
:
:
:

